Creating a Strategic
Security Partnership
TrackTik is helping us realize our vision of value-driven
security services that are fully aligned to our customers’
needs. Connectivity, data insight, and automation enables
us to do security differently and deliver greater impact for
your investment.

Expect more from
today’s security services

Consistent service excellence
With TrackTik, we have complete operational oversight and
control, and we’re able to automate repetitive tasks and
standardize protocols. It means we can take your objectives
and analysis of your security environment and plan the
security services that best match your circumstances.

“TrackTik allows us to pivot our services to address
the facts on the ground as they unfold”
We can then define the actions your security personnel need
to take across your sites and drive reporting consistency
using customized report templates. Collecting data on
incidents over time also means we can spot trends and
patterns that enable us to take a proactive approach to our
services and pre-empt problems.

Transparency and
accountability as standard
With the TrackTik Client Portal, we can share targeted, real-time
data on your security operations giving you a complete picture over
what’s happening on the ground. Permissions-based access gives
you full control over who sees what within your organization. At
the same time, being able to compile electronic reports in the field
allows our guards to submit reports in a few clicks making sure the
data you receive is pertinent and timely.
Invoicing based on precise operational data means you can be sure
that our billing will be accurate and reflect your contract and SLA
to the letter. A fully traceable data trail and standardized reporting
also helps support your compliance requirements.

Getting greater value
from your security services
Once security becomes data-driven, it can deliver even greater
value. As well as protecting your physical assets, and your people,
security can also help protect your reputation and brand; it can
support your information security strategy; business continuity;
health and safety; and regulatory compliance. The insight gleaned
can help guide decision-making in procurement and facilities
management too and generally give you a complete, end-to-end
view of your operations like never before.

Greater satisfaction
for our customers
As far as we’re concerned, the greatest win from delivering security
services powered by TrackTik is the increase in our customers’
satisfaction. With technology, we’re raising expectations and redefining
what security means today, and delivering greater value for customers.

“We are proud to deliver precision and value
through our security services”

